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In this monumental account of the life of Martin Luther King Jr., professor and historian David Garrow traces

King’s evolution from young pastor who spearheaded the 1955–56 bus boycott of Montgomery, Alabama, to

inspirational leader of America’s civil rights movement. Based on extensive research and more than seven hundred

interviews, with subjects including Andrew Young, Jesse Jackson, and Coretta Scott King, Garrow paints a

multidimensional portrait of a charismatic figure driven by his strong moral obligation to lead—and of the toll this

calling took on his life. Bearing the Cross provides a penetrating account of King’s spiritual development and his

crucial role at the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, whose protest campaigns in Birmingham and Selma,

Alabama, led to enactment of the landmark Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Voting Rights Act of 1965.

 

This comprehensive yet intimate study reveals the deep sense of mission King felt to serve as an unrelenting

crusader against prejudice, inequality, and violence, and his willingness to sacrifice his own life on behalf of his

beliefs. Written more than twenty-five years ago, Bearing the Cross remains an unparalleled examination of the life

of Martin Luther King Jr. and the legacy of the civil rights movement.
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delves deeply into both Dr. Martin Luther King’s leadership role and his private life. He attributes King's moral and

physical courage to his religious faith: King believed that he had literally been called to do the Lord's work. But from

1965, when the F.B.I. taped King in sexual encounters and sent the tape to S.C.L.L. headquarters, his associates noted

a "spiritual depression", even a "death wish." Fear that exposure would ruin his public work dogged him until his

assassination in 1968. While documenting the F.B.I.'s dirty tricks, Garrow never loses sight of King's achievement

and vision, nor of the poignancy of King's belief that "the cross is something that you bear and ultimately that you

die on."
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